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ABSTRACT

We examine the prospects for measuring the  branch-
ing ratio of a Standard-Model-like Higgs boson (h) at the
Next Linear e+e� Collider when the Higgs boson is pro-
duced via W+W�–fusion: e+e� ! �e��eh. In particular, we
study the accuracy of such a measurement and the statisti-
cal significance of the associated signal as a function of the
electromagnetic calorimeter resolution and the Higgs boson
mass. We compare results for the W+W�–fusion produc-
tion/measurement mode with the results obtained for the
e+e� ! Z? ! Zh production/measurement mode in a par-
allel earlier study.

I. INTRODUCTION

Discovery and study of Higgs boson(s) will be of primary
importance at a Next Linear e+e� Collider (NLC). After
discovery of a Higgs, the goal will be to determine as pre-
cisely as possible—independent of any model—its funda-
mental couplings and total width. Our concern is with a
light Standard Model (SM) like Higgs boson which has a
width too small for direct observation [1]. For such a Higgs
boson, it will be necessary to determine BR(h ! ) in or-
der to determine its total width and coupling constants. The
procedure for ascertaining the Higgs total width and its bb
partial width is outlined below. (Estimated errors given are
summarized in Ref. [2].)

� Measure �(Zh) (in the missing mass mode) and
�(Zh)BR(h! bb) and compute:

BR(h! bb) =
[�(Zh)BR(h! bb)]

�(Zh)
; (1)

the error in BR(h ! bb) so obtained is estimated at
�8% to �10%.

� Measure at the associated  collider facility the rate
for  ! h ! bb (accuracy �5%) which is propor-
tional to �(h ! )BR(h ! bb) and compute (accu-
racy�11% to �13%):

�(h! ) =
[�(h! )BR(h ! bb)]

BR(h! bb)
: (2)

� Measure in e+e� ! �e�eh (W+W�–fusion) the event
rates for h!  and h! bb. Then compute:

BR(h! ) =
BR(h! bb)[�(�e��eh)BR(h! )]

[�(�e��eh)BR(h! bb)]
:

(3)
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� Finally, compute:

�toth =
�(h! )

BR(h! )
; �(h! bb) = �toth BR(h! bb) :

(4)

The above technique determines both �tot
h

and �(h! bb)
in a model-independent way. This is desirable since knowl-
edge of these fundamental Higgs properties is likely to be
far more revealing than a simple measurement of BR(h !
bb) alone. For example, in the minimal supersymmetric
model (MSSM) parameters can be chosen such that the light
Higgs, h0, has total width and bb partial width that are both
significantly different from the SM prediction, whereas the
bb branching ratio is not. This occurs because the numerator
and denominator,�(h! bb) and �tot

h
, respectively, differ by

similar amounts from the SM predictions, so that the ratio
of the two changes onlyslightly. In general, interpretation of
any branching ratio is ambiguous. We must be able to con-
vert the measured branching ratios to the partial widths that
are directly related to fundamental couplings. This is only
possible if we can determine �tot

h
in a model-independent

way.
Estimating the error in the determination ofBR(h! )

and howit propagates into errors in the determination of the
total width and thence partial widths is very crucial. This is
because the deviation ofBR(h! ) and the partial widths
of a SM-like Higgs of an extended model from the predic-
tions for the minimal SM Higgs boson may be small (as typi-
cal, for example, in the case of the h0 of the MSSM when the
pseudoscalar Higgs boson of the MSSM is heavy). It turns
out that the dominant error in the partial width determina-
tions will be that from the determination of BR(h ! ).
Thus, it is vital that we determine the optimal procedures
for minimizing the error in the latter.

Of course, deviations of BR(h ! ) itself from SM ex-
pectations could also be very revealing. In particular, by
virtue of the fact that the coupling h !  arises from
charged loops, large deviations from SM predictions due
to new particles (e.g. fourth generation, supersymmetryetc.)
are possible. Regardless of the size of the deviations from
SM predictions, determining BR(h ! ) at the NLC will
be vital to understanding the nature of the Higgs boson and
will provide an important probe of new physics that may lie
beyond the SM.

II. SM SIGNAL AND BACKGROUND

In this report we examine expectations in the case of the
Standard Model Higgs boson, hSM . We focus on the mass
range 50GeV <

�
mhSM

<
�

150GeV for which BR(hSM !
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) is large enough to be potentially measurable. For the
e+e� ! �e�ehSM process that we are considering, the best
rate is obtained by running the e+e� collider at the maxi-
mum possible energy. We adopt the canonical NLC bench-
mark energy of

p
s = 500GeV.

Exact matrix elements are used for all calculations. For
completeness, when calculating the signal (S) in the XhSM
final state (where X is invisible), we include both production
processes,

e+e� !W+W��e��e ! �e��ehSM ; (5)

e+e� ! Z? ! ZhSM ; (6)

with the subsequent decays:

hSM !  and Z ! �i��i (i = e; �; � ): (7)

When calculating the background (B) we include all pro-
cesses contributing to

e+e� ! �i��i: (8)

In our parallel study of the ZhSM production/measurement
mode, visible as well as invisible Z decays were included in
both signal and background. 1

III. CUTS AND CALORIMETRY
CONSIDERATIONS

We compute both the signal and background rates
for a small interval of the two-photon invariant mass,
�m(mhSM ), centered around mhSM .2 The �m inter-
val will depend upon the resolution of the electromagnetic
calorimeter (as we shall shortly discuss) and is adjusted in
conjunction with other kinematic cuts so that the statisti-
cal error in measuring �(e+e� ! hSMX)BR(hSM ! ),p
S + B=S, is minimized. After exploring a wide variety

of possible cuts, we found that the smallest error could be
achieved using the following:

jy1 j � 2:0 ; jy2 j � 2:0 ; (9)

p
1;2

T
� p

1;2 min

T
(mhSM ) ; p

1

T
+p

2

T
� pmin

T (mhSM ) ; (10)

Mmissing =
q
(pe+ + pe� � p1 � p2)

2 � 130GeV ; (11)

pvisT =
q
(p1x + p

2
x )2 + (p1y + p

2
y )2 � 10GeV ; (12)

where p1;2
T

are the magnitudes of the transverse momenta
of the two photons in the e+e� center-of-mass (by conven-
tion, E1 � E2). The Mmissing cut effectively removes

1In this case, the Z-pole contributions to signal and background can be
isolated for both visible and invisible final Z decays by requiring that the
reconstructed ‘Z’ mass computed from the observed four-momenta of the
photons and the incoming e+ and e� be near mZ .

2The Higgs mass will be measured very precisely using the missing-mass
technique in the ZhSM mode.

contributions from e+e� ! Z? ! ZhSM and the associ-
ated e+e� ! Z ! �� backgrounds. This is desir-
able because at

p
s = 500GeV the S=B ratio for these Z-

pole-mediated processes is much smaller than that for the
W+W�–fusion signal contribution and non-Z-pole back-
grounds. Finally, the pvis

T
cut is used to eliminate contri-

butions from events such as e+e� ! e+e� where the e+

and e� are lost down the beam pipe leaving the signature of
 plus missing energy [3].

Four different electromagnetic calorimeter resolutions
are considered:

I: resolution like that of the CMS lead tungstate crystal [4]
with �E=E = 2%=

p
E � 0:5%� 20%=E;

II: resolution of �E=E = 10%=
p
E � 1%;

III: resolution of �E=E = 12%=
p
E � 0:5%; and

IV: resolution of �E=E = 15%=
p
E � 1%.

Cases II and III are at the ‘optimistic’ end of current NLC
detector designs [5]. Case IV is the current design specifica-
tion for the JLC-1 detector [6]. For each resolution case, we
have searched for the p1 min

T
, p2 min

T
, pmin

T
and �m val-

ues which minimize the error,
p
S + B=S, at a given Higgs

boson mass. In Table I, we give these values as a func-
tion of Higgs mass mh. Listed in Table II are the signal
and background rates for the hSM computed for these op-
timal choices. We assume that mhSM will be known within
�mhSM � �m and that the backgrounds can be accu-
rately determined using data away from mhSM . All the re-
sults are for four years of running at L = 50 fb�1 yearly
integrated luminosity, i.e. a total of L = 200 fb�1.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We present the statistical errors for measuring
�BR(hSM ! ) in the W+W�–fusion measurement
mode and compare with the results from our earlier, similar
study of the ZhSM production measurement mode [7].
We note that in the ZhSM case the optimal results to be
reviewed are only obtained by tuning the machine energy
close to the value which maximizes the ZhSM cross section
for the given value ofmhSM and accumulating L = 200 fb�1

at that energy. (The exact
p
s values employed for the

ZhSM measurement mode and the associated cuts, the
nature of which differ somewhat from the ones presented
here for the fusion mode, are detailed in Ref. [7].) Since
the optimal

p
s for the ZhSM mode is always substantially

less than 500GeV, the devotion of so much luminosity
to this single

p
s value will only take place once the hSM

has already been discovered at the LHC or while running
the NLC at

p
s = 500GeV. If the NLC is first operated

at
p
s = 500GeV, either because a Higgs boson has not

been detected previously or because other physics (e.g.
production of supersymmetric particles) is deemed more
important, data for measuring �BR(hSM ! ) using
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the W+W�–fusion measurement mode will be accumu-
lated. We will see that both the detector resolution and
the actual value of mhSM will enter into the decision
regarding whether or not to devote luminosity to the ZhSM
measurement mode at a lower

p
s.

Figures 1-4 display plots of the statistical error,p
S + B=S, and the statistical significance, S=

p
B, as func-

tions of mhSM for both hSM !  measurement modes.
The following observations are useful:

� Figures 1 and 3 reveal that in resolution cases II-IV
smaller errors are obtained in the ZhSM measurement
mode for a Higgs mass between 50GeV and 120GeV,
whereas the W+W� measurement mode yields smaller
errors for 130 <� mhSM

<� 150GeV. In resolution case
I, the ZhSM mode error is smaller for masses up to
130GeV.

� The absolute minimal statistical error (as obtained if we
set B = 0 and choose �m large enough to accept the
entire Higgs signal) for 50GeV <� mhSM

<� 150GeV is:

�8% to �15% in the ZhSM measurement mode; and

�15% to �30% in the W+W� measurement mode.

These numbers indicate the extent to which the accu-
racy is limited simply as a result of the very small event
rates in the hSM !  decay mode. The smaller er-
ror possible in the B = 0 limit in the ZhSM measure-
ment mode is a result of the larger S values that can be
achieved by running at the optimal

p
s.

� The smallest errors are obtained in the 90GeV <�
mhSM

<� 130GeV. 3 In this region the statistical er-
rors (including the computed background) for the best
calorimeter resolution case (case I) are:

�19% to �22% in the ZhSM measurement mode;

�22% to �32% in the W+W� measurement mode.

For the worst resolution case (case IV) the errors are:

�29% to �35% in the ZhSM measurement mode;

�26% to �41% in the W+W� measurement mode.

� Thus, if the detector does not have good electromag-
netic calorimeter resolution, then the W+W�–fusion
measurement mode is quite competitive with, and in
some mass regions superior to, the ZhSM measure-
ment mode. However, if the smallest possible errors
are the goal, excellent resolution is required and one
must use the ZhSM measurement mode techniques if
mhSM

<� 130GeV. The reasons behind these results
are simple:

– S=B tends to be substantial in the W+W�–fusion
mode, implying relatively modest sensitivity to
resolution, but S itself is limited (as noted earlier)
so that even a B = 0measurement would not have
a small error.

3This is the mass region predicted by the MSSM for the light Higgs, h0.

– S is larger in the ZhSM measurement technique
(at the optimal

p
s for the given mhSM value) but

B can only be made small enough for a big gain
in
p
S +B=S if the mass interval accepted can be

kept small.

� The plots also reveal that in the lower mass region,
50 <� mhSM

<� 80GeV, the error in the �BR(hSM !
) measurement would be substantially lower in the
ZhSM mode, whereas in the upper mass region of
140 <� mhSM

<� 150GeV the errors are smaller in the
W+W� measurement mode, especially if the resolu-
tion is not as excellent as assumed in case I.

Although observation of a clear Higgs signal in the 

invariant mass distribution is not an absolute requirement
(given that we will have observed the hSM in other channels
and will have determined its mass very accurately) it would
be helpful in case there are significant systematics in mea-
suring the  invariant mass. It is vital to be certain that
�m is centered on the mass region where the Higgs sig-
nal is present. Figures 2 and 4 show plots of the statistical
significance, S=

p
B vs. mhSM . They show that the mass re-

gions for which � 3� measurements can be made depend
significantly upon resolution.

� If excellent resolution (case I) is available then
S=
p
B � 3 is achieved for 60GeV <� mhSM

<� 150GeV
in both the ZhSM and W+W�–fusion measurement
modes.

� If the resolution is poor (case IV) then S=
p
B � 3 is

achieved for 90GeV <� mhSM
<� 130GeV in the ZhSM

measurement mode and for 100GeV <� mhSM
<�

150GeV in the W+W�–fusion mode.

We end this section by noting that the error in the de-
termination of BR(hSM ! ) is not precisely the same
as the error in the �BR(hSM ! ) measurement. In
the W+W�–fusion mode, Eq. (3) shows that errors in
both BR(hSM ! bb) and �(�e��ehSM )BR(hSM ! bb)
enter into the BR(hSM ! ) error. The error in
BR(hSM ! bb) will be about �8% � �10%. The er-
ror in �(�e��ehSM)BR(hSM ! bb) will probably be about
�5% � �7%. These errors must be added in quadra-
ture with the �(�e��ehSM)BR(hSM ! ) error. In the
ZhSM measurement mode, BR(hSM ! ) is computed
as �(ZhSM )BR(hSM ! )=�(ZhSM ). The � �7% er-
ror in �(ZhSM ) must be added in quadrature with the
�(ZhSM )BR(hSM ! ) error. However, since the
�BR(hSM ! ) errors in both the W+W�-fusion and
ZhSM measurement modes are always >� �20%, quadra-
ture additions of the magnitude summarized above will not
be very significant. For example, for a �BR measure-
ment of �20% the quadrature additions would imply about
�21% (�22%) errors for BR(hSM ! ) using the ZhSM
(W+W�–fusion) measurement mode procedures.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the prospects for measuring �BR(h !
) for a SM-like Higgs boson at the NLC. The measure-
ment will be challenging but of great importance. We have
compared results for two different production/measurement
modes: W+W�–fusion and ZhSM . In the mass range of
90GeV to 130GeVwhereBR(hSM ! ) is largest (a mass
range that is also highly preferred for the light SM-like h0

of the MSSM) the smallest errors in the measurement of
�BR(hSM ! ) that can be achieved with an excellent
CMS-style calorimeter (resolution case I) are >� �20% us-
ing the ZhSM measurement mode and >� �22% using the
W+W�–fusion measurement mode. For a calorimeter at
the optimistic end of current plans for the NLC detector
(cases II and III) the errors range from � �25% to � �30%
for the ZhSM mode and from � �26% to � �41% for the
W+W�–fusion mode. The ZhSM errors assume that the
machine energy is tuned to the (� 300GeV)

p
s value which

maximizes the ZhSM event rate, and that L = 200 fb�1 is
accumulated there, whereas the W+W�–fusion errors as-
sume that L = 200 fb�1 is accumulated at

p
s = 500GeV.

The desirability of running in the ZhSM measurement
mode can onlybe determined once the Higgs mass is known.
To take full advantage of such running would require that
the calorimeter be upgraded to a resolution approaching the
CMS level of resolution. For resolution cases II or III and
mhSM � 120GeV, the accuracy of the measurement would
be � �26% in the W+W�–fusion measurement mode and
� �25% in the ZhSM measurement mode, and there would
be little point in running in the latter mode. For CMS reso-
lution (case I), these respective errors become � �22% and
� �19%, a gain that is still somewhat marginal, especially
given the fact that current estimates [8] are that the error
on the �BR(hSM ! ) measurement at the LHC would
be comparable, of order �22% at mhSM = 120GeV, so that
statistics could be combined to give � �15% for either NLC
measurement mode. However, for smaller mhSM values the
LHC error will worsen significantly and the ZhSM measure-
ment mode becomes increasingly superior to the W+W�–
fusion mode, especially if the calorimeter resolution is ex-
cellent. For Higgs masses above mhSM � 120GeV, little
would be gained by using the ZhSM measurement mode;
for the highest mass considered, mhSM = 150GeV, using
the ZhSM mode would be disadvantageous.
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Table I: For resolution choices I, II, III and IV, we tabulate
p
1 min

T
, p2 min
T

, pminT , and �m as a function ofmh (GeV).

mh p

1
min

T
p

2
min

T
pmin

T �mI
 �mII

 �mIII
 �mIV



50 30 10 40 0.7 2.0 2.1 2.3
60 30 10 60 1.0 2.2 2.3 2.7
70 30 20 65 1.1 2.4 2.7 3.2
80 30 20 70 1.3 2.7 2.7 3.6
90 30 20 70 1.4 3.1 3.1 4.1
100 40 20 75 1.8 3.4 3.4 4.5
110 40 20 85 2.0 4.2 4.2 5.0
120 40 20 95 2.2 4.6 4.6 5.4
130 50 20 100 2.3 4.9 4.7 5.9
140 50 30 110 2.5 5.3 4.8 6.3
150 50 30 120 2.4 5.4 5.1 6.8

Table II: For resolution choices I, II, III and IV, we tabulate
S and B as a function of mhSM (GeV) for L = 200 fb�1.

mhSM SI BI SII BII SIII BIII SIV BIV
50 5.1 24 5.8 68 5.8 72 5.2 76
60 8.1 24 8.0 54 8.1 56 7.6 66
70 8.8 12 8.4 27 8.7 30 8.3 35
80 12 13 12 29 12 29 12 37
90 18 15 17 31 17 31 17 40
100 22 14 20 27 20 27 20 35
110 26 13 25 27 25 27 24 31
120 29 11 27 23 28 23 26 27
130 26 9.3 25 20 24 19 24 23
140 18 6.1 18 13 17 12 17 15
150 12 4.7 12 11 12 10 11 13
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Figure 1: The fractional error in the measurement of
�(�e��ehSM)qBR(hSM ! ) as a function of mhSM .

Figure 2: Results for S=
p
B in the W+W�–fusion produc-

tion mode at L = 200 fb�1 as a function of mhSM .

Figure 3: The fractional error in the measurement of
�(ZhSM )BR(hSM ! ) as a function of mhSM .

Figure 4: Results for S=
p
B in the ZhSM production mode

at L = 200 fb�1 as a function ofmhSM .


